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Abstract 
Plagiarism or the act of copying some other persons work  is increasing, with the  availability of a huge amount of digital 
documents online. The widespread use of the Internet has made the copying of documents very easy. Documents can be copied 
completely or partially. Many document copy detection systems have been proposed ,but an efficient detection system for 
Malayalam documents is not available.  In this paper, a technique for detecting full and  partial copies is proposed. SCAM 
algorithm is used  to find out similar paragraphs and then PPChecker algorithm for determining degree of plagiarism at paragraph 
level and document level. The system is evaluated with metrics of precision and recall. The system obtained high precision which 
proves the  effectiveness of the proposed method.  
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1. Introduction   
   Plagiarism, which is the act of passing off somebody else's original words and ideas as one's own, is seen as a 
moral offence and often also a legal offence. As more and more information becomes available online, the sheer 
amount of information for manual investigation becomes overwhelming. Hence, computational methods have been 
introduced to aid text reuse, authorship and direction identification. This is where automatic plagiarism detection 
started to gain attention, as it may be able to offer an effective and efficient solution, at a lower economic cost than 
using human resources. Plagiarism detection in natural languages by statistical or computerized methods has started 
since the 1990s, with  the studies of plagiarism detection methods in digital documents [1], [2]. The last decade 
witnessed research on plagiarism detection in natural languages employing techniques from information retrieval 
(IR), natural language processing, computational linguistics, artificial intelligence etc. Many software tools have 
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been developed for plagiarism detection which are either web-based systems or stand-alone systems [3]. Examples 
of some tools are  EVE2, Plagiarism-Finder, WCopyFind , Turnitin, SafeAssign, COPS , MDR , SCAM , 
PPCHECKER , CHECK , SNITCH  etc. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, related works especially 
SCAM and PPCHECKER are discussed. . The  proposed methodology  is described in section 3.  In section 4, 
experimental setup and the results obtained  are discussed.  Section 5 concludes  the paper  with discussions on 
future works.  
2. Related works 
   COPS [1] performs comparison between the sentences of the query document and original ones. Each sentence is 
hashed and the hash value is used for detecting a copied sentence. If two documents are found to have common 
sentences whose number exceeds a threshold then plagiarism is suspected.. This method can detect only full  
sentence copy but it cannot detect the partial copy of  sentences.  
 WCOPYFIND [3] use phrases having at least six words as checking unit. Plagiarism rate is calculated as a ratio 
between the number of words from matched phrases and the total words in documents. This method works very well 
for exact copy but not in the case of changing or deleting some words.  
 MDR [4] uses suffix tree for matching sentences. This method can detect either partially or completely duplicated 
sentences. However, building suffix tree for a document is very expensive. 
 SCAM [2] detects plagiarism by  comparing the word frequency occurrences of the query document and the other 
ones. It is very fast and it can find the partial copied sentences and is efficient if there are significant copy   However 
if there are only some parts which are copied from other documents, SCAM method shows results with less 
precision.  
 PPCHECKER [5] uses the local similarity as unit for checking the possibility of copy. This measure is computed at 
sentence level by comparing a sentence of query document with all sentences of another one. It bases not only on 
the set of common words but also the synonyms set between two sentences. PPCHECKER can detect both the 
whole copied sentences and the partial copied sentences affected by some modifications with high precision. 
However, it is time-consuming and its performance is affected by stop words.   
  In PAN 2013, PAN 2014 competitions, different methods for copy detection have been developed. The method 
used is to find seeds or small similar fragments between two documents. Seeding can be done using techniques such 
as n-grams, bag-of-words  etc. Later  larger similar text fragments are formed and filtered for the  final results [6]. 
The seed unit is usually a sentence . 
 
2.1. SCAM (Stanford Copy Analysis Mechanism) [2] determines the degree of plagiarism for a document based on 
a set of common words. Let R be the query document and S be the original document.  SCAM computes  the 
closeness set c(R, S) to contain those word ݓ݅ that have similar number of occurrences in the two documents. A 











where ߝ=(2+,+) is constant parameter. The value of ߝ was set to 2.5 as the best value in practice. ܨ௜ሺܴሻǡ ܨ௜ሺܵሻare 
respectively the number of occurrences of ݓ݅ in R and S.  
ݏݑܾݏ݁(ܴ,ܵ), a subset of document S, is calculated as  
 









ߙ݅ is weighting value of ݓ݅, usually set to 1.  
And then, ݏ݅݉ ܴ, the similarity measure between two documents R and S is defined as follows: 
 
 ݏ݅݉ ܴ,ܵ =݉ܽݔ{ݏݑܾݏ݁ݐ ܴ,ܵ ,ݏݑܾݏ݁ݐ(ܵ,ܴ)}  
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If ݏ݅݉ , exceeds 1, it is set to 1. 
This method has advantage in processing time because determining the closeness set is very fast. However, with a 
fixed value of ߝ the chance of matching unrelated documents (the false positives) is increased in function of 
document lengths because relative position between common words has not been considered. We can control the 
false positives by modifying the value of ߝ. A low value of ߝ will decrease false positives but also decrease the 
ability to detect the minor overlaps.  
 
2.2.  PPChecker (Plagiarism Pattern Checker) algorithm [8] compares a sentence in a query document R with a 
sentence in an original document S. If R has n sentences and S has m sentences, this algorithm will compare ݊ ×݉ 
sentence pairs. The plagiarism degree between R and S is computed from the similarity of each pair.  
  Let ܵݍ be a sentence in the query document R, ܵ݋ be a sentence in the original document S, ݏ݅݉(ܵ݋,ܵݍ) denotes their 
similarity value, ܥ݋݉݉(ܵ݋,ܵݍ) set of common words between ܵ݋ ܽ݊݀ ܵݍ,   ܦ݂݂݅(ܵ݋,ܵݍ) set of words existing in ܵ݋
but not in ܵݍ.  
 So= [w1,w2,…wk,….wn ],  Sq= [w1,w2,… wl,…..wm ] 
ܥ݋݉݉ (ܵ݋,ܵݍሻ =ܵ݋ŀ ܵݍ  
ܦ݂݂݅ (ܵ݋,ܵݍሻ =ܵ݋í ܵݍ  
 
Syn(w) be the synonym words of w. 
 
 ܵݕ݊ݓ݋ݎ݀ሺݏ଴ǡݏ௤)={ݓ௜ פ ݓ௜߳ܦ݂݂݅ሺݏ௤ǡݏ଴ሻ ת ܵݕ݊ሺݓ௜ሻ߳ݏ଴ሽ 
 
 






where ߙ is weight value, usually set to 1. 
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Similarity value between ܵ݋ ܽ݊݀ ܵݍ: 
 






Therefore, similarity value between query document R and original document S can be calculated as follows: 
 
  ݏ݅݉ሺܵǡ ܴሻ ൌ ෌ ሺୱǡ
௫
௜ୀଵ ܵோ௜ሻ 
where s݅݉(ܵݏ,ܴܵ݅) is the largest similarity value between the sentence ܴ݅ in R (ܴܵ݅) and a sentence in the original 
document S (ܵݏ); x denotes the number of pair (ܵݏ,ܴܵ݅) such that ܥ݋݉݉ (ܵܵ,ܴܵ݅ ) > ᄕܵܵ  ᄕ»  2 .  
In case of exact copy or exchanging synonyms, PPCHECKER gives better results than other tested systems [8]. 
However, one of its disadvantages is processing time because it should check all n x m pairs of sentences.  
3. Proposed method 
  PPCHECKER works effectively to detect either partially or completely copied sentences. This is very useful  
check if some parts of a document are copied from other documents. However, issue of  improving  the processing 
time when comparing documents arises, because  all pairs of sentences considered.  This is tackled by first 
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identifying  paragraphs that have a high possibility of copy. Next  degree of copy of the  suspicious paragraphs is 
calculated. They are finally aggregated to calculate the copy degree at document-level. Plagiarist  often have the 
tendency to  copy some paragraphs rather than some sentences. Plagiarism at paragraph level involves copying  one 
or more ideas in full. In this paper, the  SCAM algorithm is used to find out similar paragraphs and then PPChecker 
algorithm is used for  determining degree of plagiarism at paragraph level and document level.  
Let R be the query document,  and S be the original document.  The proposed method consists of the following 
steps: 
Step 1: Documents R and S are split into paragraphs  where R={pR1,pR2,….pRk,….pRn}   and         
S={pS1,pS2,….pSl,….pSm}  
Step 2: SCAM algorithm is incorporated on n*m pairs of paragraphs. The similarity degree of each pair  sim(pRi,pSj) 
will be calculated . For each paragraph pRi in R, the most similar one in S, matched(pRi) is found. Only pairs whose 
similarity degree exceeds given  threshold is retained.. Therfore  the number of pairs retained for checking 
plagiarism is reduced to  k where  (k  n) .  
G= PRS1,PRS2,…,PRSi,..PRSk PRSi = {pRi,matched(pRi)} 
 
  ݉ܽݐ݄ܿ݁݀ሺ ோܲ௜ሻ ൌ ܲ
ௌூ
|ݏ݅݉൫ ோܲ௜ǡ ௌܲூ൯݉ܽݔ௝ ቀݏ݅݉൫ ோܲ௜ǡ ௌܲ௝൯ቁ 
                                         ݏ݅݉൫ ோܲ௜ǡ ௌܲூ൯ ൐ ݐ݄ݎ݁ݏ݄݋݈݀  
 
Step 3: Computing similarity degree at paragraph level  
PPCHECKER algorithm is applied for each paragraph pair from G. Here, a paragraph is considered in place of the 
document.  The similarity value ݏ݅݉݅ of the pair PRSi is computed as in ppchecker with the difference that  two 
sentences are detected as copied if  
  ܥ݋݉݉ሺܵݏ,ܵோ௜ሻ ൐ פௌೞפାפௌೃ೔פସ   
Let ni is the number of copied sentences for PRSi.  
Step 4: Computing the similarity degree and copy rate date document level.  
The similarity between two documents R and S is calculated as  
 
  ݏ݅݉ሺܴǡ ܵሻ ൌ σ ୧௞௜ୀଵ  
 
and the copy rate of R to S is calculated as 
 






The sim() value shows the quantity of copied parts while rate ()value indicates the percentages of sentences in the 
query document R is copied from the original S. Rate presents the ratio between number of copied sentences and 
number of all sentences in query document.  
4. Experimental design and data set 
4.1. Data Sets  
   Malayalam documents collected from Malayalam online newspapers are used for the experiments.  
One document is taken as the original document A . Ten documents were created from the original document 
through various levels of copying from the original document .The rest of each document was randomly selected 
from another document which contains another topic.. These ten documents generated are the  set of query 
documents to compare with the original document. This forms data set  D1. 
Another document B is selected which belongs to the same topic as the original document. Ten documents were 
created from the original document through various levels of copying from the original document .The rest of each 
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document was randomly selected from B which contains same  topic.. These ten documents generated are the  set of 
query documents to compare with the original document. This forms data set  D2. 
 
4.2 Experiments on data set  
Initially some preprocessing is done. The documents are split to paragraphs and then to sentences and then to words. 
Stop words and special characters are removed. The value of  İ ,  Į and  the  threshold are set. 
    Two  sets of documents D1 and D2 were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, SCAM and 
PPChecker. Each document in D1 or D2 is compared to the original document. SCAM checks for words common to 
both documents  for computing the copy degree between them, while PPChecker and the proposed  approach checks 
for  copied sentences. 
    All the three algorithms perform well for direct or word to word copy between documents.  Data set D1contains 
parts of documents from different topics.  Data set D2contains parts of documents from same topics. Therefore even 
though the part of the document is not copied, it may have  words in common  with the original document.  The 
SCAM algorithm detects high  similarity resulting in  false positives.  The proposed method is able to identify even 
very small partial copy as small as 10%. 
   On comparison with SCAM and PPChecker , it is found that the proposed method using features of both the 
SCAM and PPChecker algorithm,  reduces the possibilities of false positives and improves the detection of even 
small partial copies  without compromise in processing time. 
5. Conclusions 
    Plagiarism is a problem to be tackled. Documents may be copied from other documents fully or partially. 
Plagiarism prevention is the best solution. But since prevention is not effective, plagiarism detection methods are 
necessary. In this paper , a  method for copy detection where copy of part of a document or the entire document can 
be detected was discussed. The  documents  are processed at paragraph level before sentence level. Experiments 
prove the efficiency of the  approach in terms of accuracy and of time. The proposed method is better than  SCAM 
in terms of false positives and is also better than  PPChecker with respect to processing time.  
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